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            We Saved the Biggest Sale for Last!
          
One last hurrah! Enjoy up to 50% off your beloved CBD goodies, gummies, oils, pet treats, and more. Stack up the savings + a free CBD cream with every purchase!
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Responsibly sourced from US farms
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      Stock is Going Fast!
Goodbye and Mahalo!



        
After years of bringing you the best organic CBD, Verma Farms is closing in the incoming weeks. It's been a joy bringing you premium, Hawaiian-inspired CBD.
We're selling your favorites â€“gummies, oils, pet treats, and moreâ€“ at up to 50% off, so stock up on all your favorites while you can.


        


        


    

  

  







  
    Don't just take our word for it:
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"One of the best choices on the market when it comes to CBD"
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"Tastes like what I imagine kicking back in a hammock on a Maui beach would feel like"
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"One of our all-time favorite CBD gummies"
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"If youâ€™re looking for a top shelf CBD product, start here."
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"Delicious tropical flavors that will make you feel like youâ€™re dozing at the coastline"
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                          "A reputable and high-quality brand that people love"
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                Because self-care is anything but selfish.

                Shop People
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                Treats for your furry friends.
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Our most popular items


            
              Save 20%
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          Lemon Lime
        500-1000mg CBD

    
        
      
        
      
        
      
        
      
        
      


    105 reviews

          
                Sale price$59.99

              
                Regular price$75.00
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          Steak Bites 200mg
        200mg CBD

    
        
      
        
      
        
      
        
      
        
      


    154 reviews

          
                Sale price$59.99
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Save 17%
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          3 Pack Steak Bites Bundle
        600mg CBD

    
        
      
        
      
        
      
        
      
        
      


    86 reviews

          
                Sale price$149.99

              
                Regular price$180.00
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            How To

            Which CBD Product is Right for Me?

            
              All of our CBD products are made to be extremely gentle on your system. That way, you have the freedom to experiment with what that works for you and your lifestyle. Whether you decide to use our CBD edibles, CBD tinctures, CBD topicals, or any combination, weâ€™ve got something to help you start feeling your best. And you can even share the feel-good vibes with your furry friends, with our CBD treats and oils for pets.



Mellow. Happy. Simple. Verma Farms CBD.

	Choose the CBD thatâ€™s right for you. 
	Restore balance. 
	Vibe. Because you can.
	Repeat as often as necessary


            

          

        

        
          
            
              
                
              
            


      

    


    

    
      

    
  





  


  

    
      
        
          High-Grade Hemp CBD Products

          Unadulterated, powerful, pesticide-free CBD supplements for rest, concentration, and rejuvenation
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        About Our CBD

        Inspired by the islands of Hawaii, Verma Farm's premium CBD aims to be the most well-rounded offering for your mind, body, and spirit.
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          High Quality Ingredients

          

          Our CBD is sourced from American-grown, cannabis sativa plants that are rich in nutrients and freshness with every batch.
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          A CBD For Any Lifestyle

          

          We've worked hard to develop a line of products that align with any and all lifestyles. From CBD Oils to CBD for dogs - we have something for everyone.
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          Top Shelf Hemp

          

          All our products are made with pesticide free, unadulterated American-grown hemp.
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          From Plants...To Gummies

          

          Straight from the source to you, our CBD gummies are an authentic classic with a Hawaiian-inspired twist.
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          High Quality Ingredients

          

          Our CBD is sourced from American-grown, cannabis sativa plants that are rich in nutrients and freshness with every batch.
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          A CBD For Any Lifestyle

          

          We've worked hard to develop a line of products that align with any and all lifestyles. From CBD Oils to CBD for dogs - we have something for everyone.
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          Top Shelf Hemp

          

          All our products are made with pesticide free, unadulterated American-grown hemp.
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          From Plants...To Gummies

          

          Straight from the source to you, our CBD gummies are an authentic classic with a Hawaiian-inspired twist.
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              Buy From The Best

              We Take Pride In What We Make
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                    Made With Care

                    Try Verma Farms Without Any Risk

                    We responsibly source all of our ingredients and use a no fuss extraction process.
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                    Premium Product With Premium Taste

                    It Doesn't Get You High

                    All our recipes are chef inspired.
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                    Ingredients From the Earth, Made For You With Care

                    Ingredients From the Earth, Made For You With Care

                    Our premium CBD is sourced from US farms using clean, simple processes for true results.
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                    Something For Everyone

                    Legal in All 50 States

                    Everything from human oils to dog treats. Weâ€™ve got you covered.
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                      How does Verma work?
                    

                      Ingredients from the earth working in harmony with your body
                    
Hemp-derived CBD (cannabidiol) is a nonintoxicating cousin of the THC in marijuana plants. It works with different receptors in your body to produce a calming, relaxing effect. Here at Verma Farms, we enjoy the benefits of CBD in our own livesâ€”and we want everyone to experience the balance that comes with the same premium quality we expect for ourselves.
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      The gold standard for CBD.
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      I can conclude that taking (Verma Farms) CBD can have a big impact on your life.
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      Of all the CBD products on the market for pain relief, Verma Farms ranks at the top of the list. The dedication to quality ingredients, customer service, and an assortment of products make it a must-have for anyone thinking about CBD.
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      Overall: 10 out of 10
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    What People Say About Our Products
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Helped Tremendously With My Sleep
I started taking Verma's Sleep before bed and it's worked wonders. As a natural alternative, it's been one of the best aides I've found. Bravo.
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Mark - New York, NY
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One of The Best CBDs On The Market
As someone who's taken CBD for years now, Verma Farms has been one of my favorites. Their variety in flavors is great, and effects long-lasting. Easily has become my go-to before work.
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Madison - Asheville, NC
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A CBD For Anyone
My partner and I started taking CBD about a year ago and we both love ordering from Verma. Everything from their mission to their products is special and speaks to both of us. Haven't looked back since. Great work y'all!
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Chelsea - Denton, TX
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Nothing Beats The Value
A lot of CBD companies out there try to skimp on quality and even offer bunk materials, but not Verma. Immediately after I started taking them I knew I found a great company. A super calming experience, they've been my go-to for a while now.
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Trent - Modesto, CA
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              Save 20%
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          Lemon Lime
        500-1000mg CBD

    
        
      
        
      
        
      
        
      
        
      


    105 reviews

          
                Sale price$59.99

              
                Regular price$75.00
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        200mg CBD
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                Sale price$59.99
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Save 17%
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          3 Pack Steak Bites Bundle
        600mg CBD

    
        
      
        
      
        
      
        
      
        
      


    86 reviews

          
                Sale price$149.99

              
                Regular price$180.00
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Save 25%
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          Pineapple
        500-1000mg CBD

    
        
      
        
      
        
      
        
      
        
      


    9 reviews

          
                Sale price$74.99

              
                Regular price$99.99
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Save 20%
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          Strawberry
        500-1000mg CBD

    
        
      
        
      
        
      
        
      
        
      


    23 reviews

          
                Sale price$59.99

              
                Regular price$75.00
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Save 30%
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          CBD Cream 500mg
        500mg CBD

    
        
      
        
      
        
      
        
      
        
      


    2 reviews

          
                Sale price$41.99

              
                Regular price$59.99
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              Sign up

              Let's Stay in touch

              Want to get discounts and news in your email? Sign up for our newsletter to get updates on all our latest deals and products!
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        © Verma Farms 2024
AffiliatesDisclaimerTerms and ConditionsShipping & ReturnsLab ResultsFAQBlogMilitary DiscountDo not sell or share my personal informationPrivacy Policy


              Our CBD products are not for use by or sale to persons under the age of 18. All CBD products contain less than 0.3% THC. These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

            



        


      

    

  


 


      
  
















 
 


 

      





    









































